The pedagogical potential of the Internet
in the formation of reading culture As M. Lukina rightly notes, «the aspect of communication interactivity is considered as one of the Internet media features (the first two are hipertextuality and multimediality. -А. B.), and the Internet itselfas a unique channel to establish connections with end users, allowing a quick response not only for certain individuals, but also for quite big amount of people. In practice, the editors of Internet media use various established formats of the network communication: emails, forums, ratings, votes, etc. No doubt, this widens the range of media communicative possibilitiesfrom monologue and dialogue of the editors with certain representatives of the audience to a forum, when the discussion of agenda takes place in multilateral mode between all participants of the communication process» 4 .
As for Ukrainian media, it is quite possible to cite the features of Russian media in the Internet, outlined by M. Lukina: «they have their own social niche, which is significantly different from the audience of "old" media (not as numerous, but younger, richer and more educated); they have new opportunities in speed and promptness in the updating of their information; they are more flexible in approaches to fixed frequency; they have cross-border area of spreading, with that they are local by possibility of access to small social groups, dispersed by interests and territories; they differ in areas of information focus that possess both universalism and borderline specialization, which serves to interests of certain segments of an audience; they possess hypertextuality, which gives unique opportunities for both producers and consumers of media product; they are multimedia by their essence, i.e. they have a possibility to send messages in various sign systemsverbal, graphic, sound, photo, video, animation; they are unique in terms of interactivity, i.e. multilateral information exchange with consumers both with certain representative and audience as a whole» 5 .
Books move away from the massive segment of engagement -TV and radio advertisement, as well as contextual advertisementto the segment of engagement by recommendations. More and more people are buying books by recommendation of family and friends, of authoritative people.
In current situation, almost every active publishing company has to have the own website and pages in social networks and use blogging means actively. An effective way is to use the possibility to turn the pages of a book online, on the publishing company website. The American book promotion specialist S. Miller lists websites of writers and communication of authors with bloggers among the ways of editions' promotion, but far from every Ukrainian writer has official website, and some of existing websites become outdated caused by the lack of fresh information. However, sometimes there is an access to some authors' works (for example, on websites of Oksana Zabuzhko, Vasyl Shkliar, Ivan Andrusiak, Mila Ivantsova). In this context the «Master Class of Andrii Kurkov» («Bukvoid») is should be noted, where the famous writer analyzes novellas and stories of little-known authors. Authors' blogs can be find more often. An interesting and worthy to follow is an experience of Borys Akunin, who issued his blog as the «Love to History» book. The Russian writer is actively works with the followers in the Internet. For example, in 2000, he offered readers to continue the « Table- publishing company, noted: «Today the Internet is the only place to promote books and reading, where you can play by your rules, with own style and information selection, inviting readers to your own territory, i.e. a website and publisher's pages on social networks. Thanks to the Internet, it's plain to see the level of readers' activity. The number of users of our publishing pages and website is increasingwithout sharp spikes, but gradually and steadily. Sales on the Internet are gradually increasing too. As well as we are working at the increasing a culture of the Internet use among children, holding competitions in the Internet. We offer to stop fight "the windmills"the Internet which become an integrated reality of our time. Every child has a right and has to live in a modern world, be able to use it for own comfortable development» 7 .
Viktoriia Rudenok, the development manager of the «Chytaika» book project, noted, that the most active audience among their accounts is on the Facebook platform 8 .
Social networks open up unique opportunities of contact between authors and readers. Facebook allows to look through recommendations in the «Books» tab and share with friends own read editions; in the «Communities» tab you can find groups which are selling, advertising or promoting book products, publishing companies, authors, ect; Twitter is interesting by tweets of authors, literary critics, celebrities, who recommend to read certain works; in VKontakti thanks to the «My Communities» tab you can find pages of book shops, groups dedicated to certain authors or books, as well as groups of publishing companies, book shops or social book projects.
In Ukrainian Facebook Yurii Izdryk maintains his own «poetry feed» in almost daily format, and he confesses: «For me, Facebook is a tool. It's a platform through which I contact with readers. Directly me is not really excited at all with the opportunity to issue another one book, if there is a possibility of publishing on Facebook. ... At least, if it is about Facebook -I do not use VKontakti, there are completely different audience. That is I am not there, but my poetry is presented there toothere is a fan club, which is reposting my poetries, but I have nothing to do with it. I publish my texts on Facebook and, in parallel, on a habiton LiveJournal» 9 .
To interest someone in reading is possible through book social networks (Bookmate, Bookmix, Goodreads, Imho.net, Librarything.org, LibraryThing, LiveLib.ru, Reader2, Readrate, Riffle Books, Shelfari, The Reading Room, Two-books, Wattpad, weRead, X-Libris, BookRiver, Books in hands, My Library (My-Lib.ru), etc). One of the most popular is Goodreads, where you can create own bookshelves, subscribe for news, comment friends' choices. As of 2014, S. Vodolazka records only two Ukrainian book social networks -Book.ua and Findbook.com.ua. To our opinion, this list can be extended, taking the above mentioned definition into account, with the network resources as the «Poetry Workshops» (maysterni.com/contest.php) and «Poetry and Author Songs of Ukraine» (poezia.org/ua). Moreover, speaking about the second one, according to information provided on the site, on the poezia.org domain name, in 2003, the resource started the «Poetry and Author Songs of Vinnychchyna» project, and the updated version, which can be added to the book social networks, which started to work at the beginning of October, 2006. 10 Also the Bookchalleng_ua project of writers Kateryna Babkina and Mark Livin should be mentioned too.
Today, through the Internet it is possible to access the resources of libraries of various levels. Ukrainian «Poetry Workshops» project allows authors to publish their works with open access and communicate with readers in comments. The «Bukvoid» portal in the «Electronic Library» rubric provides a number of literary works for free online usage as well. According to results of our survey for 9-11 grade pupils of Zaporizhzhia city, 42,33% of responders, answering a question from where they got books they have read, pointed the very Internet as a resource: «downloaded for free or read in the Internet».
Online television, for example, «Book.UA» («First National») program allows to learn more about a book. In recent years, a phenomenon such as a book trailer has been actively developing. Today, it is prestigious to have own channel of a publishing company on YouTube, where can be posted interviews with authors, videos from presentations, book trailers. Only few Ukrainian publishing companies have such channels: «Vydavnytstvo Annety Antonenko», «Vydavnytstvo Staroho Leva», «Hrani-Т», «Klio», «Liliia», «Navchalna knyha -Bohdan», «Osnovy», «Ranok», «Svitych», «Svichado», «Artkompleks», «Folio», «Meridian Czernowitz». It is rational to adopt practices of international bibliophiles, who share their impressions of books they have read, on YouTube.
In addition, computer games, based on literary works, can help to promote books.
In general, А. Sudyn offers to categorize all the online media in the field of information about books in such way (all of them one way or another aimed at formation of reading culture, therefore they are interesting within our research): websites of market structure (publishing companies, book networks and book shops), created for the purpose of advertising; websites of online bookshops (also of advertising content); websites of traditional book shops, which is trading through the Internet too; websites of literature and critical content; children's book websites, most related to libraring children's reading; libraries websites; websites of so called electronic libraries; websites recreating periodicals, which discussing the literature and books (literature and critical publishings); websites that speak about culture and art, and where may be (or are) pages about a book, or discussion of a reading; websites, which can be considered as specialized book online media 11 .
In view facts we have set before, this classification should be supplemented with online television, own channels of publishers and authors on YouTube.
Formation of reading culture at the example of PocketBook
Today, we are witnessing the third revolution in reading, related to spread of electronic publications, and, therefore, a change of reading culture and book consuming. Publishing market representatives are forced to look for new forms of communication with consumers. S. Vodolazka stresses, that the result of such search is innovative publisher's promotions (product placement, branding, book trailer, crowd funding), innovative channels of network communication (universal and specialized social networks, online projects, video hosting, blogs and micro blogs, forums, chats, social services) 12 . In this context, the activities of PocketBook company are of particular interest.
In Ukraine, the devices of PocketBook trademark are presented in most part of IT-aggregators, online and offline shops and supermarkets of electronic. Today, among the official partners of PocketBook are: ALLO, COMFY, ELDORADO, Foxtrot, Moyo, Portativ, Technopolis, Mobilochka, Rozetka, Sokol. PocketBook company has 49% of E Inkdevices market in Ukraine in monetary terms and 38% in units sold 13 .
Reader is a device designed primarily for a comfort reading and capable of holding several thousands of books, which you can take along everywhere. Unlike most screen devices, this one does not cause discomfort or damage the sight, because E Ink-display is illuminated by reflected light like paper. The reader needs to be charged once a month, which is very convenient during vacations and business trips. The most important thing in the reader is the «Library» section. Developers have provided convenient ways to group and sort books. Through experiments, you can choose a convenient display mode.
The useful function of the «Library» is a search by a word or phrase of the needed book, if the user forgot the exact location of it on a flash card or onboard memory.
Advantages of the PocketBook reader are: support of a great number of electronic book formats (table 1) ; well-arranged navigation system (it's very convenient to turn the pages); E-Ink system; high speed of work; set of fonts for displaying of text format books; easy setup of library; integrated Lingvo dictionaries 14 . Table 1 General requirements for electronic books in PocketBook readers 15 But the mentioned advantages make no matter, if the society does not have fans of reading as a vital need, that's why the company pays a lot of attention not only to improving the technical characteristics of its devices, and a result of this is a number of awards and prizes (table 2) , 14 Український клуб любителів електронних книг. URL: http://www.ebookua.org/content/oghliad-chitalki-pocketbook (дата звернення: 22.06.2019). 15 but to formation of interest in reading books and reading in general, and it will be considered later.
As V. Teremko rightly points out, «the problem is not which information-carrying medium people use for reading, but for what purpose and how they read. The main thing is a culture of reading in the structure of personality» 16 . The activity of PocketBook company shows that its owners understand it, so let's consider its social and communication measures in details. The company presented three projects, aimed at the promotion of reading:
1. KidRead is a project which helps to manage the time a child spends with the mobile device. The unique software is created to engage children in reading, as well as to control and test the child's literary knowledge. The KidRead project consists of kidread.com website and Android application for multimedia readers and tablets.
2. ReadRate is a search and recommendation service, the main aim of which is help in the selection of literature. On the base of ReadRate online platform you can get information about the most popular books, get acquainted with book ratings, literary preferences, reviews and analysis of other users.
On the ReadRate website you can create the reader's personal page, discuss the book you like, or, conversely, don't like, save an interesting quotation or make a list of literature works you plan to read in the nearest future. When a user marks on the own page preferences in works and authors, over time the system will be able to offer books, matching the reader's interests. Actually, every owner of a PocketBook reader with the Internet access can be a «jury» member, which can give a life to certain book. The ReadRate project is linked to Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, VKontakti and Odnoklasnyky social networks it is possible to log in the website through the account in one of which popular social networks 19 .
3. BookLand is an electronic platform of PocketBook, the purpose of which is to sell fiction, educational, reference works, as well as periodicals in electronic format. BookLand offers more than 1,5 million of titles of electronic content in 17 languages.
PocketBook company is an active society figure and the main sponsor of competitions, and this is one of components of its contribution into the development of society culture. Let us list some of them, which had been held in Ukraine:
1. The «Best Reader in Ukraine» competition of children's reading, organized jointly with the «Publishers Forum» public organization, National Library of Ukraine for Children, Ukrainian Association of Library Workers for Children, Ukrainian Library Association and Ukrainian Association of Publishers and Book Distributors 20 .
2. The PocketBook «Miracle Book» competition, on which the participants had to submit an own project of a book of the future, describing its look and the principle of its use 21 .
3. The «Coronation of Word» international literary competition of novels, plays, screenplays, song lyrics and works for children. In 2013, PocketBook company has traditionally become a partner of the award. Within the competition program the honorary jury of the competition studied the literary works of nominees, using PocketBook readers 22 .
4. The «Reading with Pleasure» with PocketBook competition 23 . 5. The literary critics competition, the organizer of which was «Bukvoid» book portal, and the main sponsor was PocketBook 24 .
6. The literary competition for all talented mothers, who feel able to and have a will to write a book or a story for children, organized by Glowberry Books publishing company and PocketBook International company 25 .
7. The «Children in travel: the most funny stories» competition, organized by National Geographic in joint with PocketBook 26 .
The company organizes competitions for people of various talents: writer, critic, artist, inventor, and, of course, reader. PocketBook take part in international competitions, as well as in all-Ukrainian, and of less scale, for example, within a city. For instance, on March 6, 2015, the company initiated a flashmob to promote reading in Kyiv, by asking on its pages in social networks to come with own reader to the «Polytechnic Institute» underground station entrance and join the book movement on escalator. Those who brought PocketBook readers, was encouraged with gifts. PocketBook company presented in various social networks: Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, RSS, VKontakti, etc. With the help of them it holds own competitions of various directions, but most part of them is devoted the very reading of electronic books. The feature of social networks is that they bring people together by their interests, that allows to maintain dialogue and get a feedback, to react on needs and requests. V. Teremko stresses, that «online promotion essentially enrich, strength advertising activity... influents positively the book sales» 27 .
Appeal to celebrities. Many people trust authoritative, important for them individuals. There are a lot of proofs, that the audience reacts almost immediately to recommendations of people they respect 28 . Famous actors are role models, so the «Actors at reading» set of photos, offered on November 18, 2014, in social networks on PocketBook pages, serves the aim to promote book reading, too.
Some messages are accompanied by the image of PocketBook reader screen with the quotation of famous person (usually, a writer), for example:
«Striking words of writer Thomas Worton. So, when do you go there? "Even an hour of reading is a time spent in paradise"«; «Fantasy author Neil Gaiman knows exactly, how to put own ideas in practice. "Books are dreams you can touch"«; «Edmund Wilson, well-known critic and close friend of Fitzgerald, hit the nail right on the head! "There are no two identical readings of one book"«; «Perhaps, nobody can say better than Alice Hoffman. After all, children's writers know something about life: "Books are the only one magic exists"«;
«Jackson Holbrook has found a way to discover the whole truth about any person the world over. "Your library is your portrait"«.
As О. Ovrutskyi notes, «visual elements of image fulfill specific functions of emotion influence. Verbal elements fulfill informative function, motivating function, as well as system-creating one (positioning). Identifying function is universal for verbal and visual elements of advertise image» 29 . In the above mentioned examples there were used both visual (PocketBook reader display) and verbal (quotation) elements.
The organizers post on their pages interesting phrases, motivating the group participants to read and respect books, for example: «There are books which can be recognized just by a few words»; «There is nothing more beautiful than books in a book shop. It's magic of written words»;
«When you hear your kid reading on its own, you wonder, how the kid has grown up this quickly. Right?»;
«With a book even at the very edge of the world you will never be alone»;
«The most treasured thing in reading is not an epilogue, but pleasure with the story flow»;
«An interesting book is a kind of magic wand, that can make any furniture the most comfortable in the world»; «Don't be surprised when reading will cause an unusual physical feelings -it's your wings are growing»; «The one who reads, can live thousands of lives together with book characters. And in this is a great happiness of reading»; «A person with the same kind of reader as yours, generates sympathy. And when you see on the screen a favorite book, you understand that met a friend for a life!»; «It's possible to travel in space and time! It can prove anybody, who likes reading!»; «Book yoga is the special poses for reading, which help to hide from unnecessary worries».
All texts are accompanied by appropriate images. Although the company is primarily interested in the electronic books promotion, we can see kind words, addressed to a bookshop. Doctors will hardly approve the «book yoga», but it was stressed that you can read in any comfortable pose. All the abovementioned quotations are aimed at the formation of book perception as a constant companion of life, which makes it richer and brighter.
A number of posts recommend leisure activities, related to book plot: «A desire to be unstandrard distinguishes the bibliophiles among others. For example, five in ten people will be dressed up as Dracula, ghost or witch on Halloween. But you can stand out of others, becoming for the evening a character of one of the contemporary horror stories. ReadRate has made a list for you»;
«Designer and writer Diana Fried cooks dishes, featuring in classic literature, for example, in "The Kill of Mockingbird" by Harper Lee or "The Great Gatsby" by Fitzgerald. And did you immediately guessed, which works are in photo?»; «The "Bulhakovskyi" book club was opened in the basement of Mykhail Bulhakov museum on Andriivskyi Descent» (https://www.facebook.com/bulgakov.book.club). This is a perfect place for a bibliophile: here you can retire into yourself and read or discuss the last book news over a cup of tea. Also, there are weekly film presentations, lections, literature readings and chamber music events»;
«The Junibacken Fairytale Museum in Stockholm. This is such a cool place, that will be interesting both for children and adults. The museum features places modeled from various children's works of Sweden writers, and you can play there, not only see them. And the main bonus is a fairytale train, on which the visitors travel through scenes from Astrid Lindgren books».
Many of content on social networks pages, provides tips on how to get acquainted with works of winners of prestigious literary awards and other prizes or encourages users by posts, dedicated to specific events, to read a certain book or author:
« «This week we bring to mind the writing debut of Andrii Kuzmenko "Me, "Pobieda" and Berlin". In there, Kuzma published not only texts of the best Skriabin's songs, but two novelettes, written in recognizable style of Andriihumorous and extremely cheerful».
Therefore, the interests of Ukrainian readers were taken into account, because the figure of Lina Kostenko is significant for national literature. As we can see, on the pages in social networks PocketBook conducts soft sell of its readers, recommending information about the products, and at the same time forming the reading culture of target audience.
CONCLUSIONS
Compared to other European countries, Ukraine has a limited number of purely book-oriented online sources. This has a negative impact on the formation of national public opinion, because books are the source and tool of training of educated competitive nation. However, there are positive developments in the Internet promotion and spreading with its help a range of possibilities of formation of reading culture. For example, every year the more and more people are covered with free, open, objective and unbiased information about books, and due to this later on they will be able to navigate in modern information space, to create new forms of interaction.
There are publishing companies, which did not spare money and time to create own web-pages, and, no doubt, they has improved their status by it, for example, «A-ba-ba-ha-la-ma-ha», «Vydavnytstvo Staroho Leva», «Folio», etc. Today, social networks of general topics are the most popular among of their kind. In Ukraine it's Facebook and Twitter. There are special book-oriented social networks to simplify the search of interesting books and organize the own library; there you can find likeminded people and share your impressions from the reads: Goodreads, Rubuki, Wattpad, Readrate, Riffle Books, Shelfari, Librarything, LiveLib.
Today, it's prestigious to have own channel of a publishing company on YouTube, where can be posted interviews with authors, videos from presentations, book trailers. Only few Ukrainian publishing companies have such channels: «Liliia», «Ranok», «Svitych», «Osnovy», «Vydavnytstvo Annety Antonenko», «Svichado», «Meridian Czernowitz», Artkompleks», «Klio», «Folio», «Vydavnytstvo Staroho Leva», «Navchalna knyha -Bohdan», «Hrani-Т».
The united team of PocketBook specialists provides high quality and exclusivity of products to satisfy all possible needs of modern readers. For today, the PocketBook company presented in the world market more than 50 models of electronic E Ink-readers and multi-media tablets, most part of which became novations in the sphere of electronic reading and won prestigious international awards. These readers have a simple interface and support almost all popular text formats. The PocketBook company is not only the e-book manufacturer, but an active society figure. Holding the leading positions on the market, it is one of the most influential subjects of formation of reading culture. This is proved by: its projects, such as KidRead, ReadRate, BookLand, and numerous competitions and festivals, in which the company is a sponsor or initiator; by prestigious awards and prizes won by the company; by its intense activity in social networks; by creation of own projects on book promotion among the moder generation of the Internet consumers.
In 2019, the company plans both to update the readers range, and to deep the integration of all services in unified software solution, which is Android and iPhone application, integration with the ReadRate.com service and Bookland.ru shop; to launch on market the brand new PocketBook CAD Reader Flex device with a flexible 13,3-inch E Ink Mobius displaythis is a professional device for reading drawings, schemes and voluminous technical documentations, which is able to replace by itself a stack of various papers, that specialists have to bring along at a remote object.
The pages of social networks are constantly spreading very topical, unique information (in particular, about the measures initiated by the company) and encourage feedback. The PocketBook conducts soft sell of its readers, recommending information about the products, and at the same time forming the reading culture of target audience through the appeal to celebrities, by image of PocketBook reader screen with the quotation of a famous person (usually a writer) or interesting phrases, motivating the group members to reading and respectful attitude to books, as well as recommending ways of leisure activities, related to a book plot, providing tips on getting to know the works of winners of prestigious literature prizes and awards, publishing posts devoted to certain events, and links in articles, which show how a reader makes life easier.
SUMMARY
The article deals with the social and communication events of PocketBook company, which introduced to the world market more than 30 models of electronic E Ink readers and multimedia tablets, most part of which became innovations in the electronic reading sphere. It was found that PocketBook company is not only the manufacturer of e-book, but the active public figure, one of the most affluent subjects of the readers' culture formation. It's confirmed by its projects as KidRead, ReadRate and BookLand, as well as numerous competitions and festivals, in which the company is acting as an initiator or sponsor (The Best Reader of Ukraine, Magic book, Reading for Pleasure, Children in a Journey: the Most Funny Stories etc.); prestige prizes and awards, gained by the company, its vigorous activity in the social media.
